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Abstract 

Sailing is a popular sport that can be practiced competitively or for recreation and is enjoyed by                 
individuals from all walks of life. For any sailor, however, a considerable amount of strength,               
coordination, and agility is required for a successful sailing session. This project was directed toward the                
needs of Community Boating, a non-profit boathouse located in Boston, Massachusetts, whose mission is              
to enable sailing for all. Their Universal Access program (UAP) provides sailors with disabilities the               
opportunity to sail on the Charles river and enjoy a unique sense of freedom that they often do not have in                     
their normal daily life. Our team designed a portable device, SailBot, that can be used by sailors of any                   
ability level to control a sailboat’s steering using an easy to use wheel or joystick control method. A lead                   
screw and linkage system connects directly to the tiller and is controlled remotely through wireless               
communication with a separate user control device. A feedback panel on the user control device displays                
the tiller direction and a race timer to provide the user with information commonly desired by sailors.                 
Currently, any robotic assisted sailing requires a proprietary, expensive boat or takes a long time to set up                  
so our device is unique in that it is portable and can be easily installed between sailing sessions. At a low                     
cost, SailBot makes use of a simple design and recognizable controls that are commonly used by people                 
with disabilities. Despite initial budget limitations and the unexpected closure of RIT, this project was               
completed within the provided timeframe and budget. 
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Background 
Sailing is a sport that requires a great deal of strength, agility, and coordination. The speed of a                  

sailboat is controlled by adjusting the sails. The direction of the boat is controlled by the tiller, which is a                    
horizontal bar fitted at the stern (rear) of the boat. The tiller is pushed in one direction, which pushes the                    
rudder, a flat piece of material also fixed at the stern that sits underwater, in the opposite direction. This                   
steers the boat in the direction that the rudder points, or opposite of the direction in which the tiller is                    
pushed. If the tiller is pushed towards the port (left), the boat will steer to the starboard (right), and the                    
inverse is true as well. To accomplish this, strength is needed to overcome the force of wind and water                   
that is exerted on the sails and rudder respectively, and oftentimes requires a quick movement from one                 
side of the boat to another to get proper leverage on the tiller (tacking). Sailors with disabilities (disability                  
dependent) have difficulty with these actions unless a specific boat or a boat outfitted with certain features                 
is used.  
 
Motivation 

After talking to UAP and     
SEAS Sheboygan, it was revealed that      
there was an increased need for      
assisting sailors with disabilities.    
Many members spend a lot of their       
time being pushed in a wheelchair, or       
helped by their aid; they can start to        
feel a loss of control in their life.        
Programs like UAP give people the      
opportunity to go where they want,      
when they want. This feeling of      
freedom is a major factor in many       
sailors' enjoyment. In order to help      
spread this feeling of freedom and      
enjoyment, UAP needs more ways to assist more sailors. The idea of SailBot was thought of to help                  
further UAPs mission “Sailing for all.” There should be a device that can be easily installed to help sailors                   
with disabilities control a commonly used sail boat. The device was intended to have multiple control                
inputs that would allow a user to pick a control style that suited their specific needs. 

 
There are a few attempts to make a similar product, but none of them are portable. The RS                  

venture connect is a specific boat that has joystick and sip n puff capabilities, but one must buy the boat to                     
use it. Since SailBot is portable, even if another user is on a specific sonar, another sailor can move                   
SailBot to a different sonar to maximize the number of sailors on the water. The RS venture is also a                    
$20,000 boat that must be purchased, where SailBot could be made for 10% of the price. A sonar boat is                    
also the official boat used for any US Sailing adaptive sailing programs and races. Making a device that                  
fits the standard boat would allow it to reach more people. 

The initial design meetings were conducted with Samuel Peirson, UAP director. Sam talked about              
some of the issues they had with the RS venture and other electronic assisted sailing they had. The biggest                   
concern with the RS venture was they did not have any limit hardstops; the steering would keep going and                   
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crash the tiller into the boat. In addition, if an instructor wanted to make any corrections to the boat's                   
heading, they would have to use the mechanical ropes in the back of the boat which was uncomfortable.                  
After our discussion, the most important requirements that the product needed was Comfort, durability,              
and safety. Since the experience is intended to help sailors with disabilities feel relaxed and free, safety                 
and comfort were even more important. The device needed to have multiple control options so that the                 
user would have something on the controller that would be comfortable for them. This meant SailBot                
needed at least 3 control methods.  
 
Design 

To stay compliant with our customer’s request       
to keep the device away from sailors on the boat, it was            
understood that the device needed to be placed at the          
stern. Unfortunately, it is an area where space is         
limited. Key dimensions were taken from existing       
sonar sailboats with the help of the Rochester Yacht         
Club and Shumway Marine in Rochester, NY. Not        
only would these dimensions limit the overall volume        
of SailBot, but would be a key factor in designing the           
transmission system. Linear and rotational travel are       
key to maximizing the angle at which the tiller could          
be moved, thus maximizing the range the boat is         
steered. Portability is a top priority for the customer, so          
the device must be able to be transported by hand. The           
decision to contain everything to one side of the tiller          
meant that Sailbot would fit in a 12” X 12” Area. As a result, prototype material costs were decreased, but                    
more importantly, weight was at a minimum.  
 

In an effort to keep all of the contents inside the device dry, it was decided that a fiberglass outer                    
casing should be used. Using a morphological design table and a Pugh chart analysis, this choice was                 
taken into consideration with other materials, such as aluminum, carbon fiber, rubber, plastic, even wood.               
Fiberglass was chosen for it’s high strength to        
weight ratio. It is also cost effective compared to         
aluminum and carbon fiber. It resists water very        
well and does not corrode. Once coated with a         
marine gel coat, it will match the boat’s gloss and          
color, providing a seamless transition. A downside       
is that it provides heat transfer resistance. We        
believe this may hinder the ability for the motor         
and battery to shed excess heat to the environment.         
Another negative is manufacturability. It is a more        
involved process to make a custom mold and a         
time consuming process to lay down the cloth and         
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resin combination on the mold. We believe the benefits highly outweigh the drawbacks. 
 
The mechanical design of SailBot required much consideration to meet all of our performance              

goals. The first major design decision involved choosing which tiller control method to use. Below are the                 
three main designs we chose from our morph table analysis to study further. 

 

 
                            Gear                       Lead Screw          Lead Screw with Linkage 

 
The gear and lead screw designs were analysed in our tiller control feasibility report in order to 

determine the total time it would take each to turn the tiller 80 degrees as well as the gear ratio required.  
 

After calculating this torque we quickly realised that whatever mechanical method we used to              
control the tiller must be able to hold this torque, not just overcome it during motion. This led us to focus                     
primarily on lead screw designs due to their high holding torque. Some additional benefits to using the                 
lead screw design also included it’s minimal operational area and superior force output.  

 
One of the biggest concerns with using the lead screw was the rate at which it could turn the tiller.                    

From our customer requirements we aimed to have the full travel to be under 3 seconds from full turn left                    
to full turn right. Using the maximum torque condition on the tiller we found the lead screw would take                   
2.956 seconds to turn. This is using the worst case force condition and still meets our goal of 3 seconds                    
which again verified that the lead screw was the optimal choice given our criteria. 

 
The last mechanical concern we had with the lead screw was the increased need for an emergency                 

release. Due to the high holding torque, if the device ever lost power, the lead screw linkage would be                   
essentially locked in place preventing the tiller from being operated manually. For this reason we               
designed an easy to use quick release mechanism that allows the tiller to be completely disconnected from                 
our device entirely so that it can be controlled manually. 

 
The controller was designed to have a similar feel to wheelchair joysticks. This would add a sense 

of familiarity with users. After talking with sailors with disabilities, one challenge is turning around to see 
the tiller. We added an indicator on the controller to assist. A race timer was also added to assist with 
anyone racing. The modules had bullet connectors with a handle to allow them to be swappable. 
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The electrical system is developed using an Arduino Mega 2560 Rev3 for the tiller control unit                

and an Arduino Uno Rev3 for the controller unit. To ensure a desirable end product the electrical system                  
of the SailBot must be designed in accordance with the identified customer and engineering requirements.               
As a sonar sailboat has numerous moving parts, the possibility of a disconnect of communication must be                 
considered. To ensure the continued functionality of SailBot, there are no wires to connect the controller                
to the tiller unit. The controller utilizes bluetooth modules to communicate in both directions for control                
and feedback signals. The tiller control unit utilizes a 12V 30A motor controller along with a CIM motor                  
to move the lead screw assembly. The position of the tiller is determined by using an encoder and                  
calculating the position from the rotations of the lead screw assembly. 

 

 
 

The tiller of a sailboat will return to center after it is released in an ordinary situation. This action                   
is deemed desirable by users interviewed such that the feeling of steering a sailboat is not changed. To                  
replicate this, the user controls are programmed in such a way as to return the tiller to the center when the                     
joystick or other user input is released. This is done at a regulated speed to ensure no damage is done to                     
the SailBot or the sonar sailboat itself. 
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The standard session at Community Boating is 90 minutes, to ensure ample time for unexpected               

events a session length of 2 hours is used. As this device is likely to be used multiple times a day, having                      
a removable battery will allow for a depleted battery to be replaced with a charged one, thus artificially                  
extending the battery life further. The battery for the tiller control unit was selected by identifying a                 
standard use case for 2 hours of sailing and simulating the loads experienced under the harshest                
conditions that the device is designed to endure in this time to identify the current usage. From this                  
information a 12v 18Ah SLA battery is selected for the tiller control unit and the controller unit is                  
powered by a standard 9v battery. 

 
Feasibility and Testing 

Feasibility analysis was done during the design phase of this project with force calculations being               
one of the most critical to the success of the design. The main driving equation for force was the screw                    
jack equation taken from engineeringtoolbox.com. Q is the load placed on the lead screw by the tiller, p is                   
the pitch and R is the lever arm radius, F is the force required to turn, and T is the torque required to turn. 

 

 
 

 
CAD sketches, modeling and simulations provided a means of testing the design to ensure correct               

fit and feasibility with tiller movement within the size limitations of a sonar. SailBot subsystems were                
also prototyped and revised as feedback was obtained from testing and from volunteers who shared their                
opinions on the design. Three main revisions are shown below. 
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The controller for SailBot was a main component that required multiple revisions. The initial              

revision featured a large base to make the mounting of electronics easier. It quickly became apparent after                 
testing however that this width was too short to fit across anyone's lap and too thick to fit comfortably on                    
one leg. In the second revision we reduced the width and focused on making it fit on one leg. After                    
settling on this design we began focusing on finalizing the control panel layout. We put the various                 
control methods and button layouts to the test with several experts in the field to verify our designs. The                   
final design includes an adjustable strap to secure the controller to the user’s thigh.  

 
Plans were in place for future testing once the mechanical, electrical and user control subsystems               

were complete, but have been modified to reflect the new limitations of working remotely. A wooden test                 
bench was built to model the back corner of a sonar, to scale. This bench was set to be used for all system                       
tests since access to sonars was no longer possible. An outline of all of the future tests that we had                    
planned on completing are shown below along with the specifications for them which were based on                
engineering requirements. Detailed instructions for how to perform these tests was included in the              
assembly document given to the customer along with the physical SailBot prototype. 
 

 
 
Results and Discussions 

Upon returning in January to commence MSDII, our team was on track to accomplish all tasks                
and finish all deliverables as per our schedule; however, halfway through the semester the global               
pandemic of the COVID-19 virus began its rise. As such, RIT closed its campus for the remainder of the                   
semester, leaving its students to remote learning for all classes, including senior design. Despite this               
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major setback, our team was still able to accomplish nearly all of our tasks and assemble SailBot using                  
our own equipment in our own spaces. The mechanical aspects of SailBot were completed. In order to                 
finish the final prototype, the electronics would need to be completed and tested. The casing would also                 
need to have fiberglass applied to it. An assembly document was written detailing any instructions and                
materials needed to manufacture SailBot. This document was given to our customer in order to provide                
them any information they would need for maintenance or fixing the device. Spare parts were provided in                 
case of breakage and to ensure the longevity of SailBot. It was also given to some of our sponsors with                    
the hopes that they will be able to build their own SailBot device and encourage adaptive sailing in their                   
local areas.  
 

SailBot is an adaptable project and can also have many upgrades. SailBot provides sailors with               
disabilities a more ergonomic and portable way to control a sailboat. Portability and comfort are two main                 
ideals of SailBot. Therefore, those are the parts that should be upgraded. In order to upgrade portability,                 
SailBot could look into the ability to go in multiple boats. SailBot was designed to be placed in a cabin                    
and linked to the tiller. Most common keels have similar stern areas that can help SailBot’s usage in                  
multiple boats. Some adjustments may be needed for the lead screw length to allow for a shorter/longer                 
travel. In order to increase comfort and control in the sonar, upgrades could be made to allow mainsail                  
control. Controlling the mainsail (and possibly jib) would allow the sailor with disability to have full                
control of the boat. In order to produce such an upgrade, one would need to add a separate mechanical                   
subassembly. This would result in new control methods for the control panel as well and possibly a new                  
user feedback layout. The easiest approach would add another separate part of SailBot that could plug into                 
the main assembly. Three way wireless communication would also be another option. 
 

To manufacture in large volumes, new motors and electronic parts could be selected. The arduino               
choice was beneficial because it allowed more changes in short time. Now that the final design is created,                  
a custom PCB board could be made that was strictly used for SailBot. This would also allow the                  
electronics to be even smaller and fit in more waterproof areas. The extrusions for the frame could be                  
remade using bolts and tapped holes instead of T nuts. That would allow for faster assembly but                 
compromise the “open source” nature of SailBot. However, if SailBot were produced in large volumes               
there would be less need for complete changes to the model. We are currently creating some of these                  
designs in CAD and are planning to see if a company would sponsor the project for larger volumes. 
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